1887 : The Royal Court Theatre
in Sloane Square has closed. It
opened 17 years ago when a
chapel was converted and named
the New Chelsea Theatre. A year
later it was re-constructed and
named the Belgravia Theatre. It
has had some big successes in its
short life - notably a prestigious
four years under Mr and Mrs
Kendal, the London debut of
Polish actress Helena Modjeska,
and for the past two years the
outstanding series of Pinero
farces - “The Magistrate”, “The
Schoolmistress” and “Dandy
Dick”.
The theatre is being demolished as
part of the redevelopment of
Sloane Square.
However, a
replacement theatre will be built in
the same area.

1887 : Queen Victoria has opened
the People’s Palace in the Mile
End Road - a building dedicated
to social educational and
recreational activities for East
Londoners. She also laid the
foundation stone for an adjacent
Technical College.

1887 : The new Theatre
Royal in Exeter’s Longbrook
Street has suffered a
disastrous fire during a
performance. The interior of
the building, seating 1500,
was extensively timberlined. On the 5th September,
during the first night of a
romantic drama called
“Romany Rye”, a fire broke
out in the flies above the
stage. The naked gas jets
used to illuminate the stage
set fire to some curtains and
very quickly the whole
theatre was ablaze.
186 people lost their lives in
The First Theatre Royal, Exeter, which burnt down in 1885.
a calamitous rush for the
Its replacement theatre has also burnt down,
with a disastrous loss of life.
exits. Most of the victims
were in the upper gallery
where there was only one exit, with a ticket office blocking the route halfway down. The exit
doors opened inwards, thus preventing them from being opened against the great crush of
people pressing against them. The majority of the casualties were crushed to death, or died
from suffocation because of the number of people piled on top of them. There were many
reported acts of heroic bravery as luckier playgoers tried to re-enter the building to rescue the
injured.
This is the worst disaster in the history of British theatre. It is especially shocking since the
Exeter theatre was rebuilt following a previous fire just two years ago. On that occasion no one
was injured, but clearly no lessons have been learnt.
The Theatre Royal originally opened in 1787. It was destroyed by fire in 1820. The rebuilt
theatre burnt to the ground in 1885. The replacement lasted just one year. There is public
outrage not just in Exeter but in the whole country, and a Committee of Inquiry has been
appointed to examine the matter.

1887 : Built on the site of the famous supper-room and
music hall, The Coal Hole, and designed by Walter
Emden, this new theatre has been built by Edward
Terry. Not related to the famous Terry family,
Edward Terry is a well known burlesque and light
comedy player. For the past ten years he has been part
of the famous “Gaiety Quartette” which has been a
popular attraction at the Gaiety Theatre.
In an interview in “The Era”, Edward Terry
emphasised the safety precaution against fire which
are incorporated into his building. It has 45 sprinklers
and three fire hydrants. It has a fire-proof curtain. It
will be lit throughout by electricity, but will also be
equipped with safety gas lighting in the public areas
as a precaution against the electricity failing.
For the past year the 27 year old actor has been the
lessee and manager of the Olympic Theatre. For most
of that time he has enjoyed the income from a longrunning farce called “The Churchwarden”, and he has
chosen to transfer this play to his new theatre as its
opening production. Terry’s Theatre opened on
October 17th.
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